237
MDIP

-

10mg 12:15PM 6/20/77 ATS n.e.
20mg 3:15PM 6/20/77 ATS n.e.
40mg 11:33AM 6/25/77 ATS - lt.headed at [1:30]? no. n.e.
80mg 10:00AM 6/26/77 ATS n.e.

±

120mg 9:30AM 6/29/77 ATS =[0:00] - something (quiet) at [1:05][1:15]
slightest threshold at most ±. [2:15] nothing. at [5:30] challenge [with]
80mg MDMA - response proper -[0:33] start, to honest + at [6:30] second
80mg [7:02](0:32 new) eye-drunk - no window transition [0:40] drunk [1:00] intox of eye level up to +++ [1:30] almost clear. The two drugs
obviously do not see one-another at 5 hrs.

±

160mg 10:20AM 7/3/77 ATS [0:35] something? [0:45] ± [1:00] nothing more saturation [with] MDMA q.v.

(+)

200mg 3:00PM 8/2/77 ATS [0:00] (5 1/2 hrs after 140 MDE)[0:15] twinge alert?
[0:30] shakes in hand [0:55] slight intox - no noticeable window - intox is
pleasant (not LSD) this is + [1:10] receding? was there a MDE interaction?
[1:38] out except for pop-eyes. [2:00] all out. This might be ice-burg
effects.

±

250mg 9:30AM=[0:00] 8/17/77 - on third day of complete drug washout [0:35]
slightest possible head disturbance [0:45] slightly more? would have missed
if there were any sensory inputs at all [1:00] sl. physical malaise - no
mental window, no LSD window - at most ± [1:30] completely (-) - see LSD
challenge p247.

SASHA'S TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE
2.45 Lunch over. Bill's backside! Child's face!
3.15 Completely out of control. About equal to 300 mikes of LSD. I have cracked
up. I must control. Am scared shitless.... I must try not to go to sleep, as I
don't dare lose the visual connection to sanity. I see myself dying.
(SAW SELF AS OLD MAN DYING)
3.45 A nadir of nothingness. I am extremely scared. God Help. The is the insanity
game.
3.50 OK again? Not OK again. Was the Vermeer scene out of the window real? Still
life?
4.20 This is stark insanity. My father, clear immediate, speaking to me in
Russian, reading to me, with his patient voice. I am very little, sitting on his
knee.
5.00 Recovering control. Know where I'm going. Not Hungry.
5.40 Might almost consider venturing into the kitchen.

realized that
I never listened
when he read

